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Gregory-Aland Lect. 1805 
(National Library of Greece, Athens: 2363) 

 
Kurzgefasste Liste description:  
GA Number: l 1805 
Contents: l(e)sk† 
Date: XII 
Material: Parchment  
Leaves: 297 
Columns: 2 
Lines per page: 17-20 
Dimensions: 26 H x 21 W  
Shelf Number: 2363 
 
Corrections to K-Liste description: dimensions, line count (?)1 
 
CSNTM description: 
GA Number: lect 1805 
Contents: lesk† 
Date: XII 
Material: parchment 
Leaves: 297 
Columns: 2 
Lines per page: 17–18 
Dimensions: 20.6–21.3 W x 25.5–25.8 H x 7.3–7.5 D2 
Shelf Number: 2363 
 
Images: 
Text (594) + Additional Matter (2) + Spine & Color Chart (7) + UV (1) = 604 total 
images 

Foliation corrections: none 
 

Quires: — 
 

Additional Matter: 2 images  
Front cover: 0 additional leaves + cover b = 1 image 
Back cover: 0 additional leaves + cover a = 1 image 
 

                                                
1 Several pages were checked; none differed from 17–18 lines.  
2 Top is smaller than bottom. 
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Spine, Cover, and Color Chart: 7 images (color chart on 1a) 
 
Text: 297 leaves (594 images) 
 
UV (MS pages, not ours): 145a (appears to have been in a fire)  
 

Specific Details:3 
Patterned velvet over wood boards; covers detached. 
Inside front cover gives details of history of ownership. 
Gilded introductions to lections throughout. 
 
1a: Johannine prologue 
1a: Beautiful, ornate, multi-colored headpiece for John 
2b, 3b, 8a, 11b, 130a & passim: enlarged, multi-colored ekthesis, often with shapes of 

animals and humans 
42b: blank 
43a: Beautiful, ornate, multi-colored headpiece for Matthew 
75a: Beautiful, ornate, multi-colored headpiece for Luke 
115a: Beautiful, ornate, multi-colored headpiece for Mark 
139a–146b: this quire appears to have been in a fire, probably before the MS was bound. 

The following quire also seems to have been partially burnt.  
144a: Ἑωθινά begins 
149b: blank 
150a: Menologion begins 
150a: ornate headpiece for the September menologion 
202a–297a: far less ornate, no longer gilded or multi-colored, weaker hand 
297b: different hand, single column 
 

16 May 2016: dbw 

                                                
3 Leaf numbers: actual is listed first, then =, then the written number on the MS in single quotes. 

Thus: 214a = ‘212a.’ Even though the quotation marks are used, there is no ‘a’ on the written page. For a 
MS that is paginated, the actual leaf number is listed first, followed by =, followed by the page number in 
quotes. Thus: 214a = ‘423.’ 


